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The aim of this paper is to give three theorems about the existence and unique- 
ness of mild, strong, and classical solutions of a nonlocal Cauchy problem for a 
semilinear evolution equation. The method of semigroups and the Banach theorem 
about the fixed point are used to prove the existence and uniqueness of solutions 
of the problem considered. The results obtained are a continuation of those 
reported previously by this author and can be applied in physics with better effects 
than the classical Cauchy problem for the semilinear equation. The theorems 
proved in this paper generalize some results obtained by A. Pazy (“Semigroups of 
Linear Operators and Applications to Partial Differential Equations,” Springer- 
Verlag, Berlin/New York, 1983). r1 1991 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we prove three theorems on the existence and uniqueness 
of mild, strong, and classical solutions of a nonlocal Cauchy problem for 
a semilinear evolution equation using the method of semigroups and the 
Banach theorem about the fixed point. The differential nonlocal problem 
considered here is of the form 
du(t) 
F+ Au(t) =f(t, u(t)), tE(to, t,+al, (1.1) 
u(to)+g(t,, . . . . t,, u(.))=uo, (1.2) 
where O<t,<t,< ‘:. <t,<t,+a (PEN), -A is the infinitesimal 
generator of a Co semigroup T(t), t 2 0, on a Banach space X, and 
f: [to, to+al xx-+x g(t,, . . . . t,, . ): X-+ X are the given functions. The 
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symbol g( t,, . . . . t,, u( .)) is used in the sense that in the place of . we can 
substitute only elements of the set (t,, . . . . tp}. For example g( t,, . . . . t,,, U( . ) ) 
can be defined by the formula 
g(t I,..., t,,U(.))=C,U(t*)+ .‘. +C,u(t,), (1.3) 
where Ci (i = 1, . . . . p) are given constants. 
Throughout the paper we use the notation 
I:= [to, t,+a], 
where to 2 0 and a is a positive constant. Moreover, by D( A ) we denote the 
domain of operator A. 
The results obtained in this paper are generalizations of the known 
results given by Pazy (see [7, Sect. 6.1; Theorems 1.41.61) about the mild. 
strong, and classical solutions of the following Cauchy problem: 
Wt) ~+Aw)=fk 4t)), tE(t,, t,+a], 
u( to) = ug. (1.2’) 
This paper is a continuation of the author’s papers [l&5] and of the 
paper of Byszewski and Lakshmikantham [6]. 
As in [l-6] nonlocal condition (1.2) can be applied in physics with 
better effect than classical condition (1.2’) since condition (1.2) is usually 
more precise for physical measurements than condition (1.2’). 
2. AUXILIARY THEOREMS 
Let us consider the initial value problem 
du(t) -= Au(t)+f(t), 
dt 
tE(to, t,+al, 
z4( to) = .r, (2.2) 
where f: I-, X, A is the infinitesimal generator of a C, semigroup r(t), 
t > 0, and x E X. 
A function u is said to be a strong solution of problem t 2.1), (2.2) on / 
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if u is differentiable almost everywhere on Z, (&/LIZ) E L’(t,, t, + a; X), 
~(t,,) =x, and du(r)/dr = Au(t) +f(t) a.e. on I. 
THEOREM 2.1. Assume that 
(i) X is a reflexive Banach space and A is the infinitesimal generator 
of a Co semigroup T(t), t > 0. 
(ii) f: Z-r X is Lipschitz continuous on I. 
(iii) x E D(A). 
Then problem (2.1), (2.2) has a unique strong solution u on I given by the 
formula 
u(t)=T(t-t&+j’ T(t-s)f(s)ds, t E I. (2.3) 
kl 
Proof: See [7], Section 4.2. 
A function u: I+ X is said to be a classical solution of problem (2.1), 
(2.2) on I if u is continuous on Z, continuously differentiable on (t,, to + a], 
u(t)E D(A) for to< t < t,+a, and (2.1), (2.2) are satisfied on I. 
Theorem 2.2. Assume that 
(i) X is a Banach space and A is the infinitesimal generator of a C,, 
semigroup T( t ), t > 0. 
(ii) f: I-+ X is continuously differentiable on I. 
(iii) x E D(A). 
Then problem (2.1) (2.2) has a classical solution u on Z given by formula 
(2.3). 
Proof See [7], Section 4.2. 
3. THEOREM ABOUT A MILD SOLUTION 
A continuous solution u of the integral equation 
u(t)=T(t-t,)u,-T(t-t,)g(t,,...,t,,u()) 
+ j-L T(t-s)fb, 4s)) & t E z, 
is said to be a mild solution of problem (1.1) (1.2) on I. 
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THEOREM 3.1. Assume that 
(i) X is a Banach space with norm I/ 11 and u0 E X. 
(ii) 0 9 t, < f, < ... < t, < t,+a (PEN) and Q:=B(O,r) = 
{c: IJL’I/ <r],cX. 
(iii) .f: Ix X -+ X is continuous in t on I and there exists a constant 
L > 0 such that 
llfk Lj) -f(s, fi)ll d L Ilo - 4 -for s E I, 17, FE Q. (3.1) 
(iv ) g: Ip x X + X and there exists a constant K > 0 such that 
llg(r ,,..., t,, at,)-g(r ,,..., t,, ,~(.))lldKII~r,-~~llc,,:n, ji)r II’, ~?EC(Z;R). 
(3.2) 
(V ) - A is the infinitesimal generator of a C, semigroup T(t), t > 0, 
on X. 
(vi) 
A4 := ,ty, II r(r)ll? (3.3 I 
N := yy Ilf (s, OIlI, (3.4) 
G := max Ilg(t,, . . . . I,, w(.))lI. (3.5) wEC(I;RI 
(vii) The constants /I ~~11, a r, K, L, M, N, and G satisjjl the following 
inequalities: 
M( )Iu,,(I + G + raL + aN) < r, 
M(K+aL) < 1. 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
Then problem ( 1.1 ), ( 1.2) has a unique mild solution u E C( I; X). 
Proof: Introduce the operator F given by the formula 
(Ftr)(t)=T(t-t,)u,-T(t-t,)g(t,,...,t,,c(.)) 
+j-; V-s1ft.c u(s))& ter 
” 
(3.8) 
on the space 
E:=C(Z;Q). 
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We shall show that F maps E into E. To this end observe that, by (3.8), 
(3.3), (3.5), (3.1), by the second part of assumption (ii), and by (3.4), (3.6), 
II(F G Il~(~-~,)~oll + IIT(r-h,)g(f,, . . . . t,, 4.))Il 
+ j,; T(t -S)f(S, 4s)) ds 
II II 
d ~4 lluoll + MG + M (’ (IMA u(s)) -t-b, O)ll + Ilfk O)ll) ds 
10 
< ~4 IMI + MG + Mj-’ CL Il4s)ll + Ilf(s, O)ll) ds 
f0 
<M(I(u,ll +G+raL+aN)<r for UEE and tEI. 
Therefore 
F:E+E. (3.9) 
Next, we shall show that F is a contraction on E. For this purpose 
consider the difference 
(Fu)(f) - (W(t) = s’ T(r - s)U-(S, u(s)) -j-b, fib))1 ds Q 
- ~(~-kJM~,, ...+ I,, UC.))-Al,, ..‘, I,, fi(-))l 
for u,iigE and t~i. (3.10) 
Then, from (3.10), (3.3), (3.1), and (3.2), 
IIV’uNr) - (Fi%f)ll 
’ d s II T(t -s)ll Ilfb, 4s)) -fh Hs))ll ds to 
+ IIUt--hl)ll Ildt,, . ..1 t,, 4.))-dtl, ...> lp, fi(.))II 
GM ‘L IIu(s)-6(s)II ds+MK(Ju-fill. 5 
10 
<M(K+aL) Ilt)-vliE for u,VEE and tEI. (3.11) 
If we define q=M(K+aL) then, by (3.11) and (3.7), 
IlFu-FVllE<q Ilo--II, for v,t?~E 
with 0 -K q < 1. This shows that operator F is a contraction. 
(3.12) 
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Consequently, by (3.9) and (3.12), operator F satisfies all the assump- 
tions of the Banach theorem. Therefore, in space E there is the only one 
fixed point of F and this point is the mild solution of problem ( 1 .I ), ( 1.2 i
on I. So, the proof of Theorem 3.1 is complete. 
4. THEOREM ABOUT A STRONG SOLUTION 
A function u is said to be a strong solution of problem (l.l), ( 1.2) on I 
if u is differentiable almost everywhere on 1, (du/dt) E I!.‘( t,, t, + a; X), 
u(tO)+g(t,,...,tp,U(.))=Ug, and (du(t)/dr)+Au(t)=f(r.u(r)) a.e. onI. 
THEOREM 4.1. Assume that 
(i ) X is a rej7exitle Banach space with norm 11 11. 
(ii) O<t,<t,<...<t,<t,+a (PEN) and R:=B(O,r)= 
[c : llcll < ri c x. 
(iii) .f: Ix X + X and there exists a constant C > 0 such that 
Ilf(s, v)-f(S, w < C(ls-Sl + IIt’- 611) 
for s,.FeI, c, OE EX. (4.1) 
(iv) g: IpxX+X, g(t,, . . . . I,, .)ED(A) and there exists a constant 
K > 0 such that 
Ildt,, -., t,, lc(.))-gg(tl, . . . . t,, tV( .))I1 dK IIII‘- 17I/~,,:a, for w, M’E C(I; 12). 
(v) -A is the infinitesimal generator of a C, semigroup T(t), t > 0, 
on X. 
(vi) 
~4 := ry, IIT(s)ll, (4.2) 
N := y; Ilf (3, ON, 
G := max 
WEC(/:R) 
IIg(t,, . . . . t,, w( .))ji. 
(vii) u,eD(A). 
(viii) The constants IIu,Jl, a, r, C, K, M, N, and G satisjjl the.foIlowing 
inequalities: 
M(Ilu,ll +G+raC+aN)<r, 
M(K+aC)< 1. 
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(ix) u is the mild solution of problem (l.l), (1.2) on I. 
Then u is a strong solution of problem (l.l), (1.2) on I. 
Proof: Since all the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 are satisfied it 
is obvious that problem (l.l), (1.2) possesses a unique mild solution 
belonging to C(I; X) which, according to assumption (ix), is denoted by U. 
Next, we shall show that this mild solution is a strong solution of 
problem (l.l), (1.2) on I. To this end, introduce 
N* := y Ilf(S,4S))II (4.3) 
and observe that 
u(t+h)-u(t)=[T(t+h-t,,)u,-T(t-t,)u,,] 
- CT(t+h-t,)g(t,, . . . . t,, 4.)) 
- T(t-t,)g(t,, . . . . t,, 4.))1 
+jrth T(t+h-s)f(s,u(s))ds 
10 
- s ’ T(t-s)f(s,u(s))ds 
f0 
=[T(t+h-t,)u,-T(t-t,)u,] 
-[T(t+h-t,)g(t,,...,t,,u(.)) 
- T(t-tddt,, . . . . t,, u(.))l 
I 
10 + h 
+ T(t+h-s)f(s,u(s))ds 
10 
+I' T(t-s)[f(S+h,U(s+h))-f(s, +))I& tel. to 
(4.4) 
Consequently, by (4.4), (4.2), (4.3), and (4.1), 
Il4t + h) - 4t)ll < hkf II&,ll + hM IIAg(t,, . . . . t,, u( .))I/ + hMN, 
+MC 5 ’ (h+ IIu(s+h)-u(s)II)ds 10 
G hM ll~~oll +hM IIAg(t,, . . . . t,, 1.4. ))I1 + hMN, 
T MCah + MC s ,: IIu(s + h) - u(s)/1 ds 
=C,h+MCj-r IIu(s+h)-u(s)11 ds, 
10 
t E I, (4.5) 
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where 
From (4.5) and Gronwall’s inequality, 
IIu(r +h)-u(t)11 <C*e”“%, t E I, 
and therefore u is Lipschitz continuous on I. 
The Lipschitz continuity of u on I combined with the Lipschitz con- 
tinuity off on Ix X implies that t +f( t, u(t)) is Lipschitz continuous on I. 
This property off together with the assumptions of Theorem 4.1 implies, 
by Theorems 2.1 and 3.1, that the linear Cauchy problem 
du(t) 
dt+ ‘wt)=f(z, u(t)), t E I, 
4t,1=u,-g(t I,..., t,,u(‘)), 
which can be written in the equivalent form 
dv(t) 
T+ Au(t) =f(t, u(t)), t E I, 
v(to)+g(t,,...,t,,u(.))=uo, 
has a unique strong solution c on I satisfying the equation 
t~(t)=z-(t-t,)u,-T(t-to)g(r,,...,t,,u(~)) 
+ S’ T(t-s)f(s,u(s))ds=u(t), t E I. kl 
Consequently, u is a strong solution of problem (1.1 ), (1.2) on I and there- 
fore the proof of Theorem 4.1 is complete. 
5. THEOREM ABOUT A CLASSICAL SOLUTION 
A function U: I+ X is said to be a classical solution of problem (1.1 ), 
( 1.2) on I if u is continuous on Z, continuously differentiable on ( ro, to + a], 
u(t)ED(A) for t,<t<t,+a, and (l.l), (1.2) are satisfied onI. 
THEOREM 5.1. Assume that 
(i) X is a Banach space with norm 11 /I. 
(ii) O<t,<t,< ... <t,<t,+a (PEN) and Q:=B(O,= 
(L’:/I~II<~}cX. 
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(iii) f: Ix X + X and there exists a constant L > 0 such that 
Ilf(s, 0) -f(S, WI d L Ilo - 4 for sEZ, v, CER. 
Moreover, f is continuously differentiable from Z x X into X. 
(iv) g: ZPx X+X, g(t,, . . . . t,, .) E D(A) and there exists a constant 
K > 0 such that 
-IIg(t,, .**, t,, d.))-g(t ,, . . . . t,, ~~(~))I1 <K IIw7--Mlllcc,;n, 
for IV, W E C( I; Q). 
(v) -A is the infkitesimal generator of a Co semigroup T(t), t >, 0, 
on X. 
(vi) 
kf := ry, II T(T)ll, 
N := y$ Ilf (s, OH, 
G := max 
wEC(f;R) 
Ilg(tl, . . . . t,, w( .))ll. 
(vii) u,, E D(A). 
(viii) The constants (IuJ(, a, r, K, L, M, N, and G satisfy inequalities 
(3.6), (3.7). 
(ix) u is the mild solution of problem (l.l), (1.2) on I. 
Then u is a classical solution of problem (l.l), (1.2) on I. 
Proof Since all the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 are satisfied then 
problem (1.1 ), (1.2) possesses a unique mild solution belonging to C( I; X) 
which, according to assumption (ix), is denoted by u. 
Next, we shall show that this mild solution is a classical solution of 
problem (1.1). (1.2) on I. To this end let 
a 
B(s) :=-f(s, u), au SEZ (5.1) 
and 
k(t):=T(t-t,)f(t,,u(t,))-AT(t-t,)u, 
+ AT(t-t,)g(t,, . . . . t,, 4.1) 
+ 5 ’ T(t-s);f(s, u(s))ds, t E I. (5.2) 10 
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It is obvious (see [7, Sect. 6.11) that the integral equation 
m(t)=k(t)+j’ T(r-s)B(s)M~(S)ds, fEI, 
Ill 
15.3) 
has a unique solution M’ E C(Z; X). Moreover, from the second part of 
assumption (iii) and from formula (5.1), 
.f‘(~~~~(~+~))-f(~,U(S))=B(s)(U(S+h)-14(S))+W,(S,h) (5.4 1 
and 
,f(s+h,U(S+h))-f(s,u(s+h))=~~(s,u(s+h))h+m,(s,hl. (5.5) 
where 
IIWi(S, h)ll +O as h+O 
12 
uniformly on I for i= 1, 2. 
Let 
M./J t) := 
u(t+h)-u(t) 
h - 
,t’(t1, t E I. (5.6) 
Then, from (5.6), assumption (ix), formulae (5.3), (5.2), and (5.1), we 
obtain 
- qf-f,)g(r,, . . . . t,, 4.)) 
+AT(t-t,)g(t,, ..., t,, u(.))l 
+; j’ T(t-s)[o,(s, h)+wAs, h)] ds 
10 
u(s+h))-$f(s. u(s)) ds 
I 
T(t+It-s)f(s,U(s))ds--T(t-tt0)f(t0,U(t”)) 
I 
+ j’ T(t - s)B(s)w,,(s) ds, 
*” 
t E I. (5.7) 
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Since the norm of each of the five first terms on te right-hand side of (5.7) 
tends to zero as h --+ 0 then 
(5.8) 
and 
E(h)+0 as h +O. 
From (5.8) it follows, by Gronwall’s inequality, that 
IIM’h(t)ll G dhkUM*, t E I, 
and therefore 
IIM’h(t)ll + 0 as h-+0 for t E I. 
This implies that u(t) is differentiable on I and that w(t) is the derivative 
of u(t). Since w E C(I; X), u is continuously differentiable on Z. 
Finally, to show that u is the classical solution of problem (l.l), (1.2) 
observe that, from the continuous differentiability of u and from the second 
part of assumption (iii), s +f(s, U(S)) is continuously differentiable on I. 
Therefore, Theorem 2.2 implies that the linear Cauchy problem 
do(t) 
F + Au(t) =f(t, u(t)), IE I, 
4hd=kJ-g(t,, ..*, t,, u(.)), (5.10) 
which can be written in the equivalent form 
du(t) 
T+ Au(t) =f(t, u(t)), t E I, 
4hd+g(tL, . . . . t,, 4.))=4, 
has a classical solution u on I given by the formula 
L~(t)=T(t-tt,)u,-z-(t-t,)g(t,,...,t,,u(~)) 
+ s r qt-s)f(s, u(s)), tE I. to 
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It is obvious that CY is also a mild solution of (5.9), (5.10). By the unique- 
ness of the mild solution of problem (5.9), (5.10), it follows that 
u(t)=u(r) for tEl. 
Then u is a classical solution of problem ( 1.1 ), ( 1.2) on I and therefore the 
proof of Theorem 5.1 is complete. 
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